


Because beauty deserves a masterpiece, Valmont offers  

the most prestigious brand available in cosmetics.  

With absolute concentrates, this unique brand contains  

lavish compositions of the noblest ingredients found  

in the pristine Swiss environment, starting with the purest waters 

drawn from the foot of an ancient glacier.

“ Because beauty
deserves a masterpiece. ”



LA GAMME PRÉCIEUSE

THE PRÉCIEUSE LINE

LIFTING ANTI-AGING ACTION



Volume One in the l’Elixir des Glaciers 

epic, this product line  

combines the iconic Valmont trio  

(Triple DNA, liposomed RNA and glacial 

spring water) with a selection of natural 

plant extracts, cultivated in Valmont’s 

own Phyto-Alpine garden, located in the 

heart of the Swiss Alps. 

Harvested with care to preserve their 

natural properties and to release their 

full capacities Echinacea, Sea Buckthorn 

and Rosa Moschata extracts fight all 

forms of aging (due to environmental 

factors, sunlight or the natural aging 

process), revealing regenerated, 

restructured and rebalanced skin… with 

a radiant glow. 



Teint Précieux  
Votre Visage

Poudre de Teint  
Précieuse

Votre Visage

Vos Yeux

Sérum Précieux  
Votre Visage

Regenerating serum

Regenerating cream

Regenerating eye cream

Smoothing foundation
Available in five hues

Available in four hues

Powder foundation



LA GAMME MAJESTUEUSE

THE MAJESTUEUSE LINE

NOURISHING ANTI-AGING ACTION



Brought together in a single formula  

for the very first time, ingredients taken 

from the hive put their powers to work 

for l’Elixir des Glaciers. Combined with 

liposomed DNA in a complex known as 

ESSENCE OF BEES, this product line unites 

the moisturizing and restorative properties 

of honey, the purifying potency of 

propolis and the renowned regenerative 

power of royal jelly. 

Mixed with l’Elixir des Glaciers’  

own Rosa Moschata, these ingredients 

apply their anti-aging effectiveness in 

honor of our lifelong allies, bees.



Sérum Majestueux  
Vos Yeux

Cure Majestueuse  
Votre Visage

Masque Majestueux  
Votre Visage

Teint Majestueux

Lifting eye serum

Nourishing oil

Nourishing mask

Satin radiance foundation

Available in five hues



LA GAMME MERVEILLEUSE

THE MERVEILLEUSE LINE

REGENERATIVE ANTI-AGING ACTION



The stuff of dreams and the soul of luxury : 

introducing the ultimate treatment, 

ESSENCE OF GOLD STURGEON.  

L’Elixir des Glaciers harnesses the riches 

of the sea in this exquisite creation, 

born from the savoir-faire of master fish 

breeders devoted to their ethically-

farmed sturgeons, together with the 

genius of DNA extraction and cosmetic 

formulation by Valmont.

Re-mineralized by precious micro-

nutrients taken from the sea, and 

energized by exceedingly rare DNA, 

the skin glows with new-found light. 

Climb aboard for a journey to epicurean 

effectiveness.



Fluide Merveilleux

Crème Merveilleuse

Ultimate regenerative essence 

Ultimate regenerative cream



L’ART DE LA BEAUTÉ

THE ART OF BEAUTY



The treasured playground of  

Didier Guillon, President and  

Artistic Director of Valmont Group,  

Art is a choice medium of expression  

that he delights in accentuating  

through exclusive l’Elixir des Glaciers 

artistic editions.

Tributes to the crystal craftsmanship  

of René Lalique, the glasswork of  

master Murano glassblowers or the 

architectural genius of Barcelona’s 

favorite son, Gaudi… every year  

l’Elixir des Glaciers’ cosmetic 

masterpieces celebrate the holiday 

season by donning creations  

designed by the Group’s President  

and art lover-in-chief.
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